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Peter Staunton of the eponymous Peter Staunton Interior Design channeled old and new school rock & roll with 
glamorous and timeless fashion designs, to create a style he calls “Rock & Roll Chic” for his latest UK design project.
 
Despite being a family home, the owners did not want to go light on glamour. For the past 2 years, Staunton has been 
working with the family to revamp their dining room, living room and music lounge to capture the couple’s con�dent, 
luxurious and era-hopping aesthetic.
 
“[My goal is] to create truly iconic interiors that transcends time, inspires its owners, and creates a legacy for its 
future generations,” says Staunton.
 
Staunton works with a close team of artisans, architects, builders and landscape designers to o�er a truly holistic and 
bespoke design experience. So naturally, Staunton turned to KOKET to help make his vision a reality.
 
KOKET’s art-deco styling, quality craftsmanship and bespoke creations helped the “Wolf of Warwickshire” create each 
room’s own unique identity through the strong and bold pieces.
 
With a monochrome color palette, Staunton chose to upholster KOKET’s Mandy stools and Besame Chair in an exotic 
silvery metallic reptile print fabric complimented by the stunning stainless steel �nishes.
 
The vintage-inspired Orchidea cabinet mimics the rest of the living and dining room’s alluring theme topped with 
DelightFULL’s Turner Table Lamp. The black and silver Yasmine Side Table blends nicely with BRABBU’s gleaming silver 
and black Nanook Chairs that accompany the dining table. And let’s not forget the to-die-for chandelier, dripping with 
Art Deco decadence.
 
Topping o� the Hollywood Glam vibe, is the queen of seduction herself, Marilyn Monroe, personi�ed in two diamond 
dust paintings hanging above the two Orchidea Cabinets. We think she would approve of this lavish makeover.
 
More projects featuring the provocative KOKET collections can be found on our website.
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UK based Interior Designer Peter Staunton took inspiration from fashion and rock & 
roll to create an Art Deco design for a family home featuring KOKET.
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BESAME | CHAIRMANDY | STOOLORCHIDEA | CHEST
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KOKET - The brand

Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risqué ad campaigns, have an 
uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create highly desirable empowering statement pieces. 

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence 
Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which 
will mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers who leave no detail 
or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product 
designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye and almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an 
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the 
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores.
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